
Fast. Safe. Reliable.

Connecting for the Future

  Intuitive controls

  Self-diagnostics

  Cleaner Air

  Energy efficient

  Easy Printing

Change your cutting operation
Alpine introduces a revolution in component saw 
design. The Alpine AutoMAKS is the latest 
addition to Alpine’s legendary saw family and 
is the fastest, safest and most reliable component 
saw available. 

The AutoMAKS is the fastest saw in the market, 
moving boards through the machine as quickly 
as 2 per second. Using servo technology, this saw 
will set up 25 percent faster than other saws. 
An automatic infeed means a board will be 
placed in every dog, increasing efficiency. 

Safety is foremost in the design of the 
AutoMAKS. A cover keeps sawdust contained to 
the saw area and the cover shields workers from 

the blades. The sawyer operates the saw at the 
front of the infeed, preventing bending and 
straining and keeping hands away from the 
moving parts. 

Like its predecessors, the AutoMAKS features five 
blades to maximize the saw’s cutting range and 
throughput. It utilizes servo drives and absolute 
encoders for exact movement and positioning. 

The advanced electronics contain diagnostic 
abilities that pinpoint a failing part and provide 
instructions for fixing or replacing the part, 
minimizing downtime

The AutoMAKS will change your perception of 
component saws.
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155 Harlem Avenue
North Building – 4th Floor
Glenview, Illinois 60025 
800-521-9790
alpineitw.com

Alpine AutoMAKS Component Saw

Specifications
   5 heads, each with a carbide tipped blade

   Cover to contain dust

   Belt conveyor to remove scrap

   Speeds up to 120 boards per minute

   Tri-lingual interface

   Self-diagnostics with instructions

   Cuts 4”x2” and 2”x3” – 2”x12” lumber

   Data capture through eShop compatibility

Call Alpine Equipment at 

800-521-9790
Order yours today

MAKSimize safety – 
Operation takes place 
away from blades  
and moving parts.  
Auto infeed eliminates 
operator bending  
and straining.

MAKSimum Dust Control – The unique cover on the 
AutoMAKS controls dust, keeping it out of the air and 
making cleanup easier.

MAKSimum Productivity – Schneider advanced diagnostics 
screens guide maintenance. New Alpine software simplifies 
operation.

MAKSimize speed – AutoMAKS has the fastest set up speed in 
the market. Up to 120 boards per minute can run through the 
saw and every dog is automatically fed.
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